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THE BOOK 
Ostrava and its Jews-‘Now No-one Sings You Lullabies’ 

 
KEEP THE DATE(S). 

 
Some of our readers might have thought that the appearance of THE BOOK was rather 
like winning the lottery, something you hope will happen but doubt if it will!  But it IS 
happening and finally we have a firm date for publication.  We are delighted that the 
launch will be at the Czech Memorial Scrolls Museum at the Westminster Synagogue, 
which is the source of inspiration for the whole of our Ostrava project and the place 
where it all started.  We have also arranged to launch THE BOOK in Prague and 
Ostrava. 
 
 London, Westminster Synagogue and Czech Memorial Scrolls Museum 
 Wednesday 6th June at 7:30 p.m. 
 
 Prague, Jewish Museum, Education Centre 

33/35 Uxbridge Road 
Kingston upon 
Thames 
Surrey, KT1 2LL 
 
020 8546 9   370 
 
www. 
Kingston-synagogue.org.uk 

 

Londýnský kroužek Ostraváků 

Der Londoner-Ostrauerkreis 
Our Ostrava Group 
https://kingstonostravacircle.org/  

https://kingstonostravacircle.org/
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 Monday 23rd June 7:30 p.m. 
 
 Ostrava, New Town Hall, Room 306,  
 Wednesday 25th June 3:00 p.m. 
 
You are all invited to any or all of the launches and formal invitations will be sent out 
shortly.  Please keep the date(s) clear in your diary and let David know if you are 
planning to be there, with the names of everyone in your party.  The venues would like to 
know, for security – and catering! 
 
Dr Jan Láníček of the University of New South Wales wrote an endorsement of THE 
BOOK: 

 

The Jewish history of Moravia is usually overshadowed by that of Germany and 

Eastern Europe, but the authors have proved this is an unjust marginalization.  I 

commend them for their detailed chronicle of the contributions Jews mad to 

Ostrava and its vibrant economic and cultural life, until their almost complete 

destruction during the Shoah.  The authors utilize a wealth of information to 

bring the Jews of Ostrava back to life. 

 
The companion volume, the Gazetteer of biographical information of some interesting 
and important Ostrava families will, we hope, be available by the end of the year.  We will 
keep you up to date on progress. 
 
 

Follow-up from Newsletter #51 
 
Blažena Przybylová 
 
Some of our readers have written to us expressing sympathy to the family of Blažena, 
whose shocking death we reported in the last Newsletter.  These messages have all 
been passed on to the family and we are very grateful to Dr Sladovník for his help in that. 
 
Salomonovičovi 
 
As always, the Salomonovič family sent Chanukah greetings to the Ostrava network. 
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Uriel Meretz 
 
Uriel wrote to us about Hanna Gross’s note: 
 

Hanna tells us about her uncle Ervin Berger, a known butcher in Ostrava.  This little note 
brought back dear early childhood memories.  My mother, Helene Maerz, used to shop at 
Fleischer Berger’s and as a small boy, I often accompanied her.  I loved the visits at 
Fleischer because Mr. Berger always gave me a tasty piece of sausage... 
Uriel Meretz (Maerz) 

  

Claire Bruell 
 

Claire sent us a summary of how her mother-in-law, Lilly Bruell escaped from Ostrava 
into Poland: 
 

My parents-in-law Fred and Lilly got married illegally in Vienna in April 1938 

and then fled to Brno, Czechoslovakia as Fred had a Czech passport.  They were 

active socialists and were known as such.  Fred escaped to England and Lily was 

to have followed the next day.  After being caught and a couple of brushes with 

the Nazis, and escaping again, the Kultusgemeinde (not sure where - Brno?) told 

them to go to Mährisch Ostrau and contact the Jewish community who would help 

them.   Lilly was passed to a family Hirschfeld whose son had crossed the border 

the week before and Lilly stayed with them. They used their contacts to help Lilly 

and others in her group, get across the border.  There was a Dr Stein and another.  

Anyway, it is quite detailed. On the first attempt the group was put in prison and 

held and later let go at the border and told to walk across no man’s land through 

the fields and rivers, while searchlights shone around them.  On the Polish side 

they had the misfortune to approach a Pole to see where they were.  He turned out 

to be an off duty policeman who handed them back to Czechoslovakia. So Lilly 

was deposited on the Czech side and walked back to Hirschfelds. An unpleasant 

experience occurred which Lilly did not want recorded 

Next attempt she was told to walk behind a Pole who worked for the coal mines 

and she should follow him through the forests.  A Polish soldier appeared from 

nowhere, walked behind her, with a gun and said “right, so now walk”.   Finally 

she ran and reached a Polish village by following the path she saw her guide go 

down.  He was so pleased to see her he hugged her and took her to a Polish family 

where she spent the night  They put her on a bus, gave her a POLISH morning 

paper to pretend to read and she went to Katowice where there was a British 

Consulate - 3-4 hour trip. In Katowice she again contacted the Jewish Community 

where there were a number of people hanging round with nowhere to go as they 

were illegally in Poland.  At the British Consulate she got in touch with Fred, her 

husband and later she was taken to Gdanya and shipped to England.  I think that 

would have been about June 1939. In London Fred and Lilly worked for the 

Czech Refugee Trust Fund. Fred worked in the Immigration Dept with a Dr Haas 

from M.Ostrau.  They got permission to come to New Zealand and arrived mid 

1940. At the time Lilly was 23 and Fred 27. 
 

Kind regards, 

Claire Bruell 

Auckland, NZ 
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She also sent us a transcript of more detailed memoirs prepared by her mother-in-law, 
which is now in the archive of the Jewish Museum in Prague. 
 
Tom Auber 
 
Tom also wrote to us about his parents’ escape over the border: 
 

I think we must have told you about my parents' escape from Ostrava, by taxi, as 

the German tanks were arriving?  No escape network, just a phone-call from one 

of the drivers with the transport company for which my Mother worked, with a 

warning to leave. 

 

Tom 

 
Dolan-Heitlinger 
 
Our fame continues to be spread and we are very grateful to everyone who passes on 
our contact details or even copies of the Newsletter. As a result, we had an email from 
John Dolan Heitlinger: 
 

Hello David,  

My name is John Dolan-Heitlinger. My great grandfather was Salomon Heitlinger 

who lived in Vratimov and perhaps Mistek from 1875 until the late 1800s. 

Salomon's wife was the former Cecylia Bock.  

Their son Alois Heitlinger, my grandfather, was born in Vratimov on 23 May 

1883 and emigrated to the United States in 1906 eventually settling in Chicago.  

Your most recent newsletter was passed on to me by my second cousin Alena 

Heitlinger now living in Canada.  

I am an active genealogist and have posted most of my Heitlinger research on 

Ancestry.com. If people are interested, and do not have access to Ancestry.com, I 

would be happy to share my research with them via email. If anyone has any 

knowledge of any Heitlingers I would be very interested to hear from them.  

John Dolan-Heitlinger, Key West, Florida 

 
We were able to pass on John’s details to the Heitlingers in our network.  If you would 
like to get in touch John, please contact Monica or David and we will pass on your 
details. 
 
Ralph Altmann 
 
Ralph has recently been quite ill and read our Newsletter while recovering.  He wrote: 

 

Latest newsletter was amazing 

Did a lot of thinking in hospital, does anyone else have a connection with Orlova 

as opposed to Ostrava? 

 
If anyone does have an Orlova connection, please let Monica or David know and we will pass 
your details on to Ralph. 
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News of Ostravaks 
 
Barbara Gilford 
 
Barbara wrote to us after a trip back to Ostrava, where Libuše and Miša 
Salomonovič followed their second or third careers, as tour guides:  
 

Libuse and Michal have given us so very much information that would have otherwise 

been unavailable.  My sons and I continue to be so grateful for all their work and the 

caring friendship they provided during our visit. 

  

This past summer I returned to Auschwitz-Birkenau with my Rabbi and a small group 

from my Temple.  My grandmother Clara Buchssbaum died in Birkenau on Sept. 30, 

1944.  She had found temporary sanctuary in Italy and I just don't understand why and 

how she returned to CZ.  I also went to Treblinka which was a searing experience.  My 

father's sister Gretl Buchsbaum Spitzer, her husband Hugo Spitzer and their daughter 

Zuzanna all died in Treblinka. I don't know if I will ever heal from that devastating 

place of annihilation. 

  

I am working on my own memoir of knowing the Buchsbaum family  through 

photographs, my father's many stories of his family and letters written by my 

grandmother to my father from 1939 to 1941 and to other relatives in the U.S.A.  Clara 

Buchsbaum  tried so hard to obtain a visa and entry permits and just couldn't get out of 

Europe. By 1939 it was already too late. 

  

Elie Wiesel wrote and spoke so eloquently on the power and necessity of memory and 

I am trying my best to keep the Buchsbaum family alive on paper  for present and 

future generations.   

 

 
Bauer-Salczer Family 
 
Michael Bauer found us on the web  and wrote about his grand-mother and great 
uncle: 
 

I just discovered this amazing treasure trove of information about Moravská 

Ostrava, known as Mährisch Ostrau.  My maternal grandmother, and her brother 

were born there, and grew up over there until the 1938 invasion (NB. This is an 
error or misprint.  The invasion took place in 1939) . They then fled to 
Budapest where they remained and survived the war.  My grandmother was all of 

10 years old when they fled to Budapest in '38. Her younger brother was just 6. 

Consequently, they don't remember much in detail. .  

My grandmother recalls that she was enrolled in the Jewish school run by the 

Mizrachi, had an all-female class, special gym uniforms and afterschool activities. 

That's pretty much all she shared with me.  Her maiden name was Margaret 

Salczer or Salzer born February 19th 1928 in Maresh Ostrava.  Her younger 

brother is David/Otto Salczer/Salzer currently a professor in University Heights, 

Cleveland Ohio USA.  He was born on January 3rd, but I’m not sure what year 

that was. I'm assuming 1930 or 1931. Definitely not earlier than that. 
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Also, their parents were Michael and Hannah, while her Hebrew name was 

Bracha Chana. 

Michael also sent some lovely photos: 

 
 

 

Libuše did her usual incredible job of uncovering the family history. 

Salzer Michal *17.9.1901. Son of Emanuel Salzer and Pesel Grünwald(ová).  (on 

the wedding record they have surname Salczer) 

 

His wife was Chana Kohn(ová), * 9.7.1900 in Mukačevo  

They had a civic wedding in Mor. Ostrava 22.9.1931  He was a wholesale 

merchant and he lived in Ostrava on several addresses: Těšínská 21, Jauerova 6, 

but also in Budapest. 

 

Their both children were born in Mor.Ostrava: 

Markéta *19.2.1928 in M.O.  

Otto * 3.1.1932 in M.O.  

 

Both children attended the Jewish school in Ostrava.  There is a small note at the 

name of Marketa – she signed off from the school 3.11.1938 and left to Poland.  

Otto has a note that he left the school 12.11.1938 and moved to Valašské 

Meziříčí.  
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If you have any further information about the family, please get in touch with Monica 
or David and we will pass on the contact. 
 
Fritta Brod 
 
Petr Brod sent us an article about his Aunt, a well-known actress: 

Herewith an extract from Zeit im Bild, vol. 11, 1934/1935, no. 3, published on 

Nov. 8, 1934, which, on p. 15, featured a portrait of my aunt Fritta Brod. She left 

Germany after Hitler´s takeover in 1933 and after a year in Mallorca arrived in her 

native Bohemia. Thereafter, until her emigration to Oxford in 1938, she appeared 

in various German theatres in Bohemia and Moravia. (Between 1954 and 1988 

she lived in Munich.) 

 

 

Do any of you remember Fritta or have any more information about her? 
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Holocaust Memorial Day in the Czech Republic 
 

 
 
Michal Salomonovič was invited to the Senate (Upper House of the Czech 
Parliament) for the Commemoration of the Holocaust. 
 
In Ostrava, wreaths were laid at the Holocaust Memorial and there was a reading of 
poems by Ilse Weberová 
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Proposed Polish Holocaust Legislation 
 
The journal Tyden (The Week) in its edition of 5th March has an article about the 
proposed legislation in Poland to do with associating Poland or Poles with the 
Holocaust.   
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In the same edition is an interview with Michal Salomonovič describing his 
deportation to the Łodz ghetto and his life there 

 
Memorial Scrolls Trust Quarterly Newsletter 
 
The Winter Quarterly Newsletter is available on the Trust website: 
info@memorialscrollstrust.org .  All their Newsletters are worth reading but 
this edition is particularly interesting 

 
 
Klezmer Group 
 
Geoff William, an English teacher in Ostrava has told us about an active 
Klezmer group in Ostrava – Mamalor.  This is in addition to the Klezmer group 
run by Tomaš Novotný.   
 

Plaques in the Ohel 
 
We have a request to install a plaque in the cemetery hall, alongside all the 
others that we have arranged.  This is an opportunity for anyone else who 
wishes to commemorate their family in this way to do so.  Please let Monica or 
David know if you are interested. 
 
In particular, it has been suggested that we should erect a plaque in memory 
of Rabbi Spira, the last Rabbi of Moravská Ostrava who was murdered in the 
Holocaust.  All contributions towards the cost of doing so would be gratefully 
received.  Please contact David about it. 

 

 
Pesach and Easter Greetings 
 
We wish all our readers a happy and healthy Holiday. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

David Lawson 
2 Voysey Close 
LONDON 
N3 3TR 
UK 
Tel: + 44 (0)20 8371 6870 
Email: david@lawsonassoc.co.uk  

 

Monica Popper 

28 Exeter Court, 

Maple Road,  
SURBITON,  

Surrey.  
KT6 4AX.  
Tel: +44 (0)207 998 8863 
Email: monsonn@talktalk.net 

mailto:info@memorialscrollstrust.org
mailto:david@lawsonassoc.co.uk
mailto:monsonn@talktalk.net
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Advance Information Note, issued by Vallentine Mitchell 
 

 


